
TINKERING WITH FERTILITY

Fig. 1. Ribbon model of human follicle-stimulating hormone
bound to the ectodomain of its receptor. The two subunits of
FSH are shown in pink and blue. The ectodomain is shown in
yellow with sulfated tyrosine 355 indicated by the green
arrow (the sulfates are shown as green balls).
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the structure looks like a right
hand holding an American football. the
ectodomain forms the palm of the hand
with the hinge region protruding out like
a thumb and the FSh nestled in like a
football (Fig. 1). the styr of the hinge
region of the receptor is held in the per-
fect orientation for interacting with the
FSh. 

but how is the signal transmitted if
the hinge region doesn’t change its
conformation when the FSh binds? the
answer to this question is the central
discovery of this work and relates to
what FSh does when it recognizes its
receptor. once FSh binds to the
ectodomain, it is induced to dramatically
change its shape to accommodate the
styr of the hinge region into a newly
formed binding pocket. this is consis-
tent with mutagenesis experiments that
have highlighted both the importance of
the styr of the receptor as well as
amino acids that are located in the
newly formed binding pocket of the
FSh.  the researchers hypothesize that
the interaction between the styr and
the induced pocket on FSh lifts the
hinge region in a way that activates in-
tracellular signaling. experiments with
mutated receptors in which the tyrosine
was artificially lifted in the absence of
FSh showed increased intracellular sig-
naling activation, supporting their hy-
pothesis. 

next up for this team is a focus on
what happens after FSh binds to

FSh is already employed clinically
to assist reproduction, but small-mole-
cule drugs that can affect the FSh re-
ceptor directly may provide better
treatments that can, for example, act
longer or be administered orally. Previ-
ous research that determined protein
structures of the interaction of FSh with
its receptor were not able to resolve
how FSh binding transmits a signal that
activates the intracellular portion of the
receptor. A central question in this
process is the role of a flexible hinge
region of the ectodomain of the recep-
tor. this hinge region contains an
amino acid at position 355, a sulfated
tyrosine (styr), that has been deter-
mined to be critical to receptor activa-
tion and signal specificity. but without
the structure of this region, it was im-
possible to determine which of a num-
ber of alternative models explained how
this was accomplished. 

therefore, the researchers in this
study, from northwestern university
Feinberg School of medicine and the
emd Serono research institute set out
to determine the structure of FSh in
complex with the ectodomain of the re-
ceptor. their structure, determined via
x-ray diffraction at the lS-cAt beam-
line to a resolution of 2.5 Å, shows that
the hinge region is not a separate do-
main that moves upon FSh binding to
transmit the signal, as had been hy-
pothesized, but rather is an integral part
of the ectodomain. 

F or people who want to have children but need a little medical assis-
tance to make it a reality, research into how hormones such as the fol-
licle stimulating hormone (FSh) work is of critical importance. FSh is

crucial to the regulation of fertility in both men and women and is, therefore,
a target for intervention. now, data collected at the lS-cAt 21-id-d beamline
at the APS has determined the structure of FSh in complex with the entire ex-
tracellular domain (ectodomain) of its receptor, FShr, a large membrane gly-
coprotein that is coupled to g-proteins. this work provides new information
about how FSh binds to its receptor and how this binding transmits a very
specific signal into the cells responsible for reproduction. this knowledge will
be utilized to guide the design of drugs that can modulate FSh receptor sig-
naling to treat infertility.

styr355 and on the development of
drugs that may be able to help people
with fertility problems related to FSh
signaling.  — Sandy Field
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